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Abstract
We propose a new approach to improving named entity recognition (NER) in broadcast news
speech data and to adapting NER to changing name patterns in news speech data. NER refers
here to the recognition of person, location and organization names. The approach proceeds in
two key steps: (1) we automatically detect document alignments between highly similar
speech documents and corresponding written news stories that are easily obtainable from the
Web; (2) we employ term expansion techniques inspired by information retrieval methods to
recover NEs that were initially missed by the speech transcriber. We have developed several
models, which are able to correct wrongly transcribed NEs in the speech data, to suggest
missing NEs and to correctly assign their semantic tag. The methods differ in how relevant
NEs are selected from related written documents. We have downloaded 40 short broadcast
news and retrieved 5532 related written news stories from Web. The automatic speech
recognition system (ASR) of FBK is used to transcribe the 40 broadcast news stories. The
Stanford NER system is applied on the transcribed speech data and this method forms our
baseline NER. The transcribed speech data misses many NEs (106 NEs missing out of the
408 NEs) and also the Stanford NER incorrectly tags many NEs (204 NE out of the 408
NEs). Our best results in NE correction and recovery are obtained when using several related
written documents that jointly evidence and suggest relevant NEs. The intersection model
improves the baseline result by 0.4%, 8.9%, 3.6% in terms of average precision, recall and F1
respectively. This model recovers 31 NEs out of 106 missing NEs from the related news texts
boosting the recall substantially without hurting precision. We are also able to recover many
NEs (53 NEs) by boosting the recall at the expense of a slight drop in precision with a model
that considers the co-occurrence statistics of a NE recognized in the speech document and
one recognized in a related written document (co-occurrence model).
In conclusion, our experiments show that our best model improves state-of-the-art NER
results on speech data especially in terms of recall while slightly improving precision.
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